Harry Gosling Weekly News
Friday 11th December 2020
By now you will all have received the email informing you that there will be no school for the children on
Friday 18th December and the reasons why we have made this decision. We feel it is the best way to ensure
the safest possible holiday for our community. Once again, we thank you for being so supportive of the
school as we work together on keeping ourselves, and others, safe.

- Jennie and Emma

CHRISTMAS SHOWS

VALUES AWARDS
Pink: Jilani—Excellence— learning so many special words (hfws).

The children have been working so hard on

Mersia—Excellence— being a smiling star in our Winter performance.

filming their performances. We hope to be

Green: Isa - Excellence - fantastic Maths work. Isa independently completed the ‘partpart-whole’ diagram.

able to invite parents into school to watch

Zahin - Excellence—trying really hard during Phonics.

show ‘screenings’ soon—we plan to do this

Blue: Owais and Yahya - Excellence - being brilliant performers in our Christmas film.

once it is safe to do so. Thank you for all

Orange: Rajesh—Excellence - being a phonics superstar and becoming more confident
with his reading.

your help from home with the children’s

Tabassum—Responsibility - becoming more independent with her learning and becoming
more resilient when faced with a challenge.
Lilac:Ahlaam - Excellence— she focused to write independently about Claude Monet. She
used wonderful adjectives and correct spellings.

outfits!

DATES FOR THE TERM

Mahdiya- Equality—being a brilliant friend to everyone. She is always kind and polite.
Purple: The whole class—Teamwork, Excellence, Responsibility AND Equality—they
worked and behaved very well when Kat was not in class.

15.12.20 Christmas lunch

Scarlet: Rayn H - Excellence - writing an amazing habitat description for his dragon in
English.

16.12.20 Class parties—non uniform!

Naila - Excellence - using wonderful vocabulary to describe her dragon’s appearance.

17.12.20 Term finishes for pupils (see

Crimson: Monzur - Responsibility—focussing in Maths and working hard on playing with
others

below for staggered timings).

Ruqqayah - Excellence—using lots of interesting vocabulary in her writing and always
trying her best .

HOUSE POINTS

Emerald: Yusra – Equality – working well with all members of the class and respecting
everyone's ideas and suggestions.
Hamza - Teamwork - working well with his partner in DT, sharing ideas and listening to his
partner's suggestions.
Jade: Tasfia – Excellence—a really positive attitude in all areas of her learning and fantastic progress in maths this term.
Sajed – Responsibility - increased participation and contributions to class discussion.
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Turquoise: llias - Responsibility - excellent contributions in a discussion about sustainability.
Nayeesha - Excellence - creating her beautiful calligraphy during Golden Time.
Sapphire:

Jahid– Responsibility—trying hard with his learning and being much more focussed.
Maryam—Teamwork - always having a smile on her face and staying positive.

FINISH TIMES—THURSDAY 17 DECEMBER
As usual, we finish early on the last day of
term. Here are the staggered timings:

ATTENDANCE—WEEKLY WINNERS
Phase 2 - Purple 97.7%

Phase 3 -

1:00 Nursery

1:15 Reception

1:30 Y6 and Y4

1:45 Y2 and Y3

Sapphire 99.3%

The School Office will be open from 7:30am—5pm next week. Thank you for your patience whilst it has been partially closed this week!

